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a discussion on rio shotshell reloading lesson learned within the shotgun reloading forums part of the shotgun forum discussions category i had picked up some blue rio 12 gauge hulls in good shape and thought i d try reloading a few since i had good luck reloading, in this series we review just how many times reloading shotgun hulls is too many rio has a line of steel loads too good not to test which is why when we saw these were available we jumped at the chance to load up were here to cut through the hype and bring you the facts jack, j ron inc s claybuster wad line is a well established economical wad line built for target shooters and wing shooters alike with twenty one different models from which to choose the claybuster wad line can satisfy nearly every target or wing shooting application for reloading the wads are manufactured and have always been manufactured with 100 prime resin so a consistent quality product, table of contents page important safety instructions rifle load data 84 105 our mission premium performance consistent quality every container of alliant smokeless powder is backed by a century of manufacturing experience and the most exacting quality, i get free 28 hulls from gun club shoots mainly rio and rem ucm just started reloading both with 14 gr grn dot claybuster wads and noblesport primers seem to work good however was told the wad in rem and rio is different one tapered and the other straight any suggestions also anyone got better load recipe thanks steve, does anyone here use cheddite hulls for buckshot and or slugs this is in regard to 12 gauge 2 3 4 if so do you have a pet load you would care to share ballistic products sells a reloading book with the cheddite data has anyone seen a copy of this book if you have what is your comment regarding content as it relates to slugs and buckshot, rio hulls are made by rio and have their own load data they also use an oversized primer even bigger than cheddite so if you use something other than a rio primer you will need to resize the primer pocket i will say that i use cheddite data in the rio hulls but that needs to be done at your own risk there is plenty of rio load data available, most loads call for the fed209a primer a very hot primer i would have no problem substituting your fiocchi 616 they are not as hot and should produce lower pressures the rio hulls are only good for a couple loads but are generally available free for the taking at almost any club, i tried reloading rio hulls that were mixed in with some of my remington and aa hulls i had no problem with the wads or the crimp but for roughly 1 out of 5 rio hulls i noticed that the primers winchester 209 would simply fall out, hulls come in many gauges colors lengths crimps and brass heights while these differences are apparent from the outside many hull differences are internal from ballistic products primer notice like fiocchi rio s proprietary primer is made to a metric specification the result is that the primer measures approximately 0 001 larger than, 12 gauge rio lead loads 2 3 4 rio warning notes source ballistic products inc be alert publisher cannot be responsible for errors in published load data, this new federal hull looks very good for reloading waterfowl loads of steel shot in the waterfowl steel world which for me personally is mostly what i care about for 12ga the reifenhauser style shells such as cheddite fiocchi rio and noble sport are vastly superior to the win aa and rem hulls, i have reloaded a lot of the blue rio 12 ga hulls i load them using federal 12so and 12s3 wads and use federal load data i checked these loads out after talking to rio hogdon i believe they are a very good hull and reload very well i am reloading them on a mec 9000, it depends
what kind of powder you are using i see alliant powder has some loads for cheddite hulls red dot green dot and american select they must be a tapered hull as they are calling for federal wads hulls are easy to come by these days as many do not reload and throw hulls away at any club so aa and sts are very easy to obtain for free, but i have a case of rio shells that i am wondering if there is any load data out there available for them all my lyman manual mostly concentrates on are the 3 name us brand hulls don t recall ever seeing anything on them at hogdons load data website either extra points for spl6 wads because that s mostly what i have on hand, reloading components hulls rio hulls conform to strict quality criteria to answer the most demanding needs of manufacturers and individual loaders our extruded hull applies the most recent technologies to reach the highest levels of regularity in manufacturing, i just bought 100 rio multi hull shells from cabelas and i can t find any load data for them using american select powder i was doing research on the hulls and i ve read that they are cheddite hulls is that true i found some load data for cheddite hulls and rio primers this data calls for 18 1 grains of american select powder and 1 1 8 8 shot, i have only been reloading hulls for a year now 100 to 150 a week using winchester primers in rem and fed hulls or rio primers just for my rio hulls haven t had a primer just fall out but have forgot to seat them and end up with powder in my lap lol i was just told from a old timer that gave me the mec super sizer to decap then size them, rio and most other euro trash hulls are ok to reload but unless you have a bunch it may not be worth the effort use the data for cheddite hulls you will need a european primer fiocchi or rio as the primer pocket is a tad too large for a good fit with us primers a very good range pickup hulls is the remington sport or rem gun club, are shotgun hulls interchangeable during reloading hodgdon hs 6 in sts hulls is a remington peters hull straight or tapered peters blue magic peters blue magic hulls for sale peters blue magic shotgun shells reloading rio 12ga 2 75 hulls 11 8 oz remington blue magic hulls remington sts hulls loaded for buckshot and slugs, reloading data for rio 209 primers federal gold model hulls shot wt wad powder velocity pressure 1 oz aal2s1 18 5 amer select 1210 8171 1 oz aal2s1 18 2 clays, i m thinking noble sport or fio rio primer some say you can use a pocket primer conditioner from bpi that will make the w209 work but i have no experience with that to me the rio hull isn t worth the effort that being said i cant find any aa 410 new shells to save my life so i m stuck with the rem 410 amp reloading them, a seven and a half minute video discussing the types of things to look for in a quality shotshell hull to be reloaded includes discussion on body design base wad material and hull wall shape, in reloading volume of hull is all important it determines what you can stuff in for a waterfowl load and also is critical in how much peak pressure is developed i decided to measure all the 12ga hulls i had so i would know which to use when making loads so i wouldn t have to use, reloading components with the finest raw materials depth of research and development and unwavering commitments to quality rio ammunition manufactures their components in house offering them to reloaders and the oem market alike, interact with others on shot gun shells reloading ballistics chokes or anything that has to do with your shooting moderators donell67 pennsyltucky nv guide post a reply at the tome people had been whooping up the massive capacity of that hull i think the rio primer is kinda mild the wad in question gives low pressures it wasn,
Once fired hulls are a great way to keep your reloading cost down. Red hulls are available at a fraction of the price of new hulls. Load data is available on pages 116-119. Load data books are available at Hodgdon.com or Alliantpowder.com. I have purchased a bunch of Wal2sl wads which I understand are for Winchester AA hulls but I have a bunch of Rio Blue hulls as well. What is preventing me from using these wads in those hulls? I am not worried about getting precision loads that are within 5fps of each other and will load on the very light side velocity wise. Many months ago I asked for advice on reloading Rio 28 ga hulls. Now I've been through about 500 reloads of once fired Rios hulls. What I've found is about 15 so the metal bases come off the hull since I'm using an auto loader it means I have to get the separated base and hull out of the receiver. Jron Inc's Claybuster wad line is a well-established economical wad line built for target shooters and wing shooters alike with twenty one different models from which to choose. The Claybuster wad line can satisfy nearly every target or wing shooting application for reloading. The wads are manufactured and have always been manufactured with 100% prime resin so a consistent quality product. We make two shotgun primers to cover your needs: CCI 209 primers are for field and target loads in all gauges. The CCI 209M is a true magnum primer designed for heavy charges of slow burning propellants. Rio brand shotgun shells this feature is not available right now. Please try again later. I've used Rio hulls in the past with great success. 8 to 10 reloads before the hulls get soft and bend that was the white see thru type. I've noticed that while they bought a new manufacturing facility in Texas, there were no 16 hulls on the market. OK, well we'll help you out the best we can. Historically, new reloaders are discouraged from attempting to reload Rio hulls for the first time by some forum members and are encouraged to learn on gun clubs and Winchester AA hulls. Rio shotshell reloading hulls at Ballistic Products 12-ga 16-ga 20-ga primed hulls in all lengths. Rio hulls feature easy loading straight wall extruded tubes and deep plastic disk basewads for versatile load designs. Do the Rio hulls have paper base wads? I have read a lot of cautions against reloading the cheap Federals if they might have gotten wet having the paper base wads come loose and causing bore obstructions if the Rio hulls are one-piece hulls you should be able to reload them if you can find the data. Rio shotshells are a European import style straight walled separate basewad hull and load using generic import or Fiocchi load data like most metric based shotshell companies. The primer pockets are sized for European metric 209 primers approximately 0.001 larger and as such may have loose pockets should a reloader try to use Remington Federal or Winchester 209 primers. Loaddata.com is a powerful search engine that allows you to search an ever-expanding database of loads. All the loads are developed by the staff of Handloader magazine and the archives of Handloader and Rifle magazines each month new loads are added to the database. 12-ga Rio lead loads load id ref ga lght hull primer powder grains wad os card oz type psi fps 90817 1160 12 2 75 rio rio 209 700x 16 0 vp05 7 8 lead 8 7600 1170, Load for Rio hulls discussion in Handloading and Reloading started by I'll get you some load data specific to those hulls and get back to you in a few hours. Gamestalker Oct 4 if so you should be able to easily work up a load for what ever hull comes close to those Rio and Cheddite's. Gamestalker Oct 5 2011 4 Grant1265 member, I guess.
it has been covered many times but I load 4 buckshot same as 3 4 oz loads in
the rio and nsi hulls nobel sport I use the cheddite primers longshot powder
federal plastic 28 wad and a 410 over shot card in the bottom of the wad cup,
how many times can you load rio hulls 2018 in this series we review just how
many times reloading shotgun hulls is too many this time we focus on what's
commonly known as euro trash is this reputation unjustly deserved stick
around and find out watch our solution for the loose primer pockets of euro
hulls https youtu be, I was able to find cheddite primers at a local shop for
29 00 a thousand so I snagged up a couple k to go with the multitudes of rio
hulls I have I looked for load data for the cheddite hulls found some sweet
loads in the ounce and an eighth range and heavier so I load up a bunch of
these in the blue hulls, there is a bewildering array of commercially loaded
shotgun shells for sale from the 410 to the 10 gauge in fact there are more
types of shells and shot sizes on the market now than ever before with the
overwhelming selection of shells available here finally is a practical
reasonably priced book that makes sense of it all, in this series we review
just how many times reloading shotgun hulls is too many this time we focus on
what's commonly known as euro trash is this reputation unjustly deserved
stick around and find out watch in this series we review just how many times
reloading shotgun hulls is too many how many times can you load rio hulls we
review Shotgunworld com • Reloading Rio Hulls
May 14th, 2019 - Interesting Republican’s experience mirrors mine with RIO
hulls identically Thanks to fellow SGW member Mokeman3 though CB 6100 wads
over 20 0 to 20 5 grains of Hodgdon Clays prevents the over powder cup of the
wads from catching on the upper lip of the RIO’s basewads

Reloading Modern 20 gauge Christian Ed and Hobby info
March 7th, 2019 - I own a modern European 20 gauge shotgun I like to both
optimize my shells and save some money I like to have personal control over
my shotgun ammunition as I do with my rifle and pistol ammo I do a fair
amount of metallic reloading so resizing weighing measuring are pretty
familiar operations

How Many Times Can You Load Rio 3 inch Hulls STEEL EDITION
May 5th, 2019 - In this series we review just how many times reloading
shotgun hulls is too many Rio has a line of steel loads too good not to test
which is why when we saw these were available we jumped at the chance to load
up W

ONCEFIRED EMPTY 12 GA SHOTGUN HULLS 100 COUNT Shyda s
May 16th, 2019 - ONCEFIRED EMPTY 12 GA SHOTGUN HULLS Packed in bags of 100
hulls Choose from these 5 types Remington STS green colored Remington STS
Nitro gold colored Federal Gold Metal plastic Winch

Federal Top Gun Hulls RIO Tungsten Super Shots
May 1st, 2019 - I did find other maroon hulls with the silver brass that have
white base All the white and blue hulls had white So through some searches It
seems that RIO produced the hulls that have the white base in them And any
euro data for Cheddite loads could be used in these white base hulls Thanks
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Rio Shotshell Reloading Lesson Learned Shotgun Forums
May 10th, 2019 - Rio Shotshell Reloading Lesson Learned This is a discussion on Rio Shotshell Reloading Lesson Learned within the Shotgun Reloading forums part of the Shotgun Forum Discussions category I had picked up some blue Rio 12 gauge hulls in good shape and thought I d try reloading a few since I had good luck reloading

How Many Times Can You Load Rio 3 inch Hulls – STEEL
May 14th, 2019 - In this series we review just how many times reloading shotgun hulls is too many Rio has a line of steel loads too good not to test which is why when we saw these were available we jumped at the chance to load up We’re here to cut through the hype and bring you the facts JACK

CB1075 20 Load Data Claybuster Wads
May 15th, 2019 - J Ron Inc s Claybuster Wad Line is a well established economical wad line built for target shooters and wing shooters alike With twenty one different models from which to choose the Claybuster Wad Line can satisfy nearly every target or wing shooting application for reloading The wads are manufactured and have always been manufactured with 100 prime resin so a consistent quality product

TABLE OF CONTENTS Reloading and Reloading Data
May 15th, 2019 - TABLE OF CONTENTS Page Important Safety Instructions Rifle Load Data 84 105 Our Mission PREMIUM PERFORMANCE CONSISTENT QUALITY Every container of Alliant smokeless powder is backed by a century of manufacturing experience and the most exacting quality

Anybody reloading 28 gauge 24hourcampfire
May 15th, 2019 - I get free 28 hulls from gun club shoots Mainly RIO and Rem UCM Just started reloading both with 14 gr grn dot claybuster wads and Noblesport primers Seem to work good however was told the wad in rem and rio is different one tapered and the other straight Any suggestions Also anyone got better load recipe Thanks Steve

Using Cheddite hulls Gunloads com
May 16th, 2019 - Does anyone here use Cheddite hulls for buckshot and or slugs This is in regard to 12 gauge 2 3 4 If so do you have a pet load you would care to share Ballistic Products sells a reloading book with the Cheddite data Has anyone seen a copy of this book If you have what is your comment regarding content as it relates to slugs and buckshot

3 Hull Information Shotshell Reloading Ballistics
May 14th, 2019 - Rio hulls are made by Rio and have their own load data They also use an oversized primer even bigger than cheddite so if you use something other than a Rio primer you will need to resize the primer pocket I will say that I use cheddite data in the Rio hulls but that needs to be done at your own risk There is plenty of Rio load data available

Shotgun Forums Reloading Help
May 8th, 2019 - Most loads call for the Fed209A primer a very hot primer I
would have no problem substituting your Fiocchi 616 they are not as hot and should produce lower pressures The Rio hulls are only good for a couple loads but are generally available free for the taking at almost any club

Reloading Rio Hulls Trap Shooters Forum
May 13th, 2019 - I tried reloading Rio hulls that were mixed in with some of my Remington and AA hulls I had no problem with the wads or the crimp but for roughly 1 out of 5 Rio hulls I noticed that the primers Winchester 209 would simply fall out

Ballistic Products Rio Shotshell Hulls 20 Ga 2 3 4 Primed
May 7th, 2019 - Hulls come in many gauges colors lengths crimps and brass heights While these differences are apparent from the outside many hull differences are internal From Ballistic Products Primer notice Like Fiocchi Rio’s proprietary primer is made to a metric specification The result is that the primer measures approximately 0.001 larger than

12 Gauge Rio Lead Loads 2 3 4 Rio Load Data The
May 5th, 2019 - 12 Gauge Rio Lead Loads 2 3 4 Rio Warning Notes Source Ballistic Products Inc Be Alert Publisher cannot be responsible for errors in published load data

New Federal “FIELD amp TARGET Multi Purpose Load” are Rio
May 14th, 2019 - This new Federal hull looks very good for reloading waterfowl loads of steel shot In the waterfowl steel world which for me personally is mostly what I care about for 12ga the “Reifenhauser” style shells such as Cheddite Fiocchi Rio and Noble Sport are vastly superior to the Win AA and Rem hulls

Rio hulls for reloading Trap Shooters Forum
May 15th, 2019 - I have reloaded a lot of the blue Rio 12 ga hulls I load them using federal 12so and 12s3 wads and use federal load data I checked these loads out after talking to Rio hogdon I believe they are a very good hull and reload very well I am reloading them on a Mec 9000

Reloading data for RIO or Cheddite hulls Lake Link
May 14th, 2019 - It depends what kind of powder you are using i see Alliant Powder has some loads for Cheddite hulls Red dot green dot and american select They must be a tapered hull as they are calling for federal wads Hulls are easy to come by these days as many do not reload and throw hulls away at any club So AA and STS are very easy to obtain for free

16ga com View topic Reloading Rio 16ga hulls
May 7th, 2019 - But I have a case of Rio shells that I am wondering if there is any load data out there available for them All my Lyman manual mostly concentrates on are the 3 name US brand hulls Don t recall ever seeing anything on them at hogdons load data website either Extra points for SP16 wads because that s mostly what I have on hand

RIO AMMO
May 12th, 2019 - Reloading Components Hulls RIO hulls conform to strict quality criteria to answer the most demanding needs of manufacturers and individual loaders. Our extruded hull applies the most recent technologies to reach the highest levels of regularity in manufacturing.

12 ga Rio Hull Reloading Questions ammosmith com
May 7th, 2019 - I just bought 100 Rio multi hull shells from cabelas and I can't find any load data for them using American Select powder. I was doing research on the hulls and I've read that they are cheddite hulls. Is that true? I found some load data for cheddite hulls and rio primers. This data calls for 18.1 grains of American Select powder and 1 1/8 shot.

Issues with shotshell primers nyfirearms com
May 8th, 2019 - I have only been reloading hulls for a year now. 100 to 150 a week using winchester primers in Rem and Fed hulls or rio primers just for my Rio hulls. I had a primer just fall out but have forgot to seat them and end up with powder in my lap! LOL I was just told from an old timer that gave me the mec super sizer to decap then size them.

Rio shotshell reloading The FAL Files
April 23rd, 2019 - Rio and most other Euro trash hulls are OK to reload but unless you have a bunch it may not be worth the effort. Use the data for Cheddite hulls. You will need a European primer Fiocchi or Rio as the primer pocket is a tad too large for a good fit with US primers. A very good range pickup hulls is the Remington Sport or Rem Gun Club.

Shotgun hulls Springfield XD Forum
May 15th, 2019 - Are shotgun hulls interchangeable during reloading? hodgdon hs 6 in sts hulls is a remington peters hull straight or tapered. Peters blue magic peters blue magic hulls for sale. Peters blue magic shotgun shells reloading rio 12ga 2 75 hulls 11 8 oz remington blue magic hulls remington sts hulls loaded for buckshot and slugs.

Free Download Here pdfsdocuments2 com
May 7th, 2019 - RELOADING DATA FOR RIO 209 PRIMERS Federal Gold Model Hulls Shot Wt Wad Powder Velocity Pressure 1 oz AA12SL 18 5 Amer Select 1210 8171 1 oz AA12SL 18 2 Clays.

cheddite 209 primers Northwest Firearms Oregon
May 15th, 2019 - I'm thinking Noble Sport or Fio Rio primer. Some say you can use a pocket primer conditioner from BPI that will make the W209 work but I have no experience with that. To me, the Rio hull isn't worth the effort. That being said I can't find any AA 410 new shells to save my life. So I'm stuck with the Rem 410 and reloading them.

Selecting the Best Shotshell Hulls for Reloading
May 6th, 2019 - A seven and a half minute video discussing the types of things to look for in a quality shotshell hull to be reloaded. Includes discussion on body design base wad material and hull wall shape.
12 ga 2 75? Hull Volumes Dave In AZ
May 2nd, 2019 - In reloading volume of hull is all important it determines what you can stuff in for a waterfowl load and also is critical in how much peak pressure is developed I decided to measure all the 12ga hulls I had so I would know which to use when making loads so I wouldn’t have to use...

Reloading Components RIO AMMO
May 12th, 2019 - Reloading Components With the finest raw materials depth of research and development and unwavering commitments to quality RIO Ammunition manufactures their components in house offering them to reloaders and the OEM market alike

Reloading Rio and Kent Shotshell Reloading Ballistics
May 13th, 2019 - Interact with others on shot gun shells reloading ballistics chokes or anything that has to do with your shooting Moderators donell67 pennyslytucky NV Guide Post a reply At the time people had been whooping up the massive capacity of that hull I think the Rio primer is kinda mild the wad in question gives low pressures It wasn’t

HULLS Once Fired Hulls Precision Reloading
May 6th, 2019 - Once Fired Hulls Once red hulls are a great way to keep your reloading cost down o ered at a fraction of the price of new hulls Load Data is avail able for hulls listed Always follow reliable reloading data Load data books available on pages 116 119 Load data also available at hodgdon com or alliantpowder com

Question about shotshell hulls nyfirearms com
April 30th, 2019 - I have purchased a bunch of WAA12SL wads which I understand are for Winchester AA hulls But I have a bunch of Rio blue hulls as well as others What is preventing me from using these wads in those hulls I am not worried about getting precision loads that are within 5fps of each other and I will load on the very light side velocity wise

Reloading Rio hulls 28 Gauge Society tapatalk com
May 14th, 2019 - Many months ago I ask for advice on reloading Rio 28 ga hulls Now I’ve been through about 500 reloads of once fired Rios hulls What I’ve found is about 15 so the metal bases come off the hull Since I’m using an auto loader it means I have to get the separated base and hull out of the receiver

CB6118 12 Load Data Claybuster Wads
May 12th, 2019 - J Ron Inc’s Claybuster Wad Line is a well established economical wad line built for target shooters and wing shooters alike With twenty one different models from which to choose the Claybuster Wad Line can satisfy nearly every target or wing shooting application for reloading The wads are manufactured and have always been manufactured with 100 prime resin so a consistent quality product

Shotshell Primers Precision Reloading Hulls
May 15th, 2019 - We make two shotshell primers to cover your needs CCI 209
primers are for field and target loads in all gauges The CCI 209M is a true Magnum primer designed for heavy charges of slow burning propellants

REVIEW on RIO BRAND SHOTGUN SHELLS
May 7th, 2019 - Rio brand shotgun shells This feature is not available right now Please try again later

16ga com View topic RIO Hulls
May 17th, 2019 - I've used RIO hulls in the past with great success 8 to 10 reloads before the hulls get soft and bend That was the white see thru type I've noticed that while they bought a new manufacturing facility in Texas there were no 16 hulls on the market

Shotgunworld com • Reloading Rio Hulls
April 30th, 2019 - Ok well we'll help you out the best we can Historically new reloaders are discouraged from attempting to reload Rio hulls for the first time by some forum members and are encouraged to learn on Gun clubs and Winchester AA HS's

RIO Shotshell Reloading Hulls ballisticproducts com
May 16th, 2019 - RIO shotshell reloading hulls at Ballistic Products 12ga 16ga 20ga primed hulls In all lengths RIO hulls feature easy loading straight wall extruded tubes and deep plastic disk basewads for versatile load designs

RIO brand shells Gunloads com
May 12th, 2019 - Do the RIO hulls have paper base wads I have read a lot of cautions against reloading the cheap Federals if they might have gotten wet having the paper base wads come loose and causing bore obstructions If the RIO hulls are one piece hulls you should be able to reload them if you can find the data

Tomlinson Outdoors Product Review Rio Target Load 12
May 6th, 2019 - Rio shotshells are a European Import style straight walled separate basewad hull and load using generic Import or Fiocchi load data Like most metric based shotgun companies the primer pockets are sized for European Metric 209 primers approximately 0.001 larger and as such may have loose pockets should a reloader try to use Remington Federal or Winchester 209 primers

Load Data The Best Reloading Manual Online
May 16th, 2019 - LoadData com is a powerful search engine that allows you to search an ever expanding database of loads All the loads are developed by the staff of Handloader magazine and the archives of Handloader and Rifle magazines Each month new loads are added to the database

12ga Rio Lead Loads Ballistic Products Inc
May 14th, 2019 - 12ga Rio Lead Loads Load ID Ref Ga Lgth Hull Primer Powder Grains Wad OS Card Oz Type PSI FPS 90817 1160 12 2 75 Rio Rio 209 700X 16 0 VP05 7 8 Lead 8 7600 1170
Load for Rio Hulls The High Road
May 6th, 2019 - Load for Rio Hulls Discussion in Handloading and Reloading started by I'll get you some load data specific to those hulls and get back to you in a few hours gamestalker Oct 4 If so you should be able to easily work up a load for what ever hull comes close to those Rio and Cheddite's gamestalker Oct 5 2011 4 grant1265 Member

Rio Hulls 28 Gauge Society Tapatalk Mobile First
May 11th, 2019 - I guess It has been covered many times but I load 4 buckshot same as 3 4 oz loads in the RIO and NSI hulls Nobel Sport I use the Cheddite primers Longshot powder Federal plastic 28 wad and a 410 Over Shot card in the bottom of the wad cup

How Many Times Can You Load Rio Hulls – We Review – The
May 10th, 2019 - How Many Times Can You Load Rio Hulls 2018 In this series we review just how many times reloading shotgun hulls is too many This time we focus on what’s commonly known as “Euro Trash” is this reputation unjustly deserved Stick around and find out Watch our solution for the loose primer pockets of Euro Hulls https youtu be

Hot DAMN 12 gauge fireballs Reloading and Ammunition
May 8th, 2019 - I was able to find cheddite primers at a local shop for 29 00 a thousand so I snagged up a couple K to go with the multitudes of Rio hulls I have I looked for load data for the Cheddite hulls found some sweet loads in the ounce and an eighth range and heavier so I load up a bunch of these in the blue hulls

Reloading Data Gun Shots
May 14th, 2019 - There is a bewildering array of commercially loaded shotgun shells for sale from the 410 to the 10 gauge In fact there are more types of shells and shot sizes on the market now than ever before With the overwhelming selection of shells available here finally is a practical reasonably priced book that makes sense of it all

How Many Times Can You Load Rio Hulls We Review
May 15th, 2019 - In this series we review just how many times reloading shotgun hulls is too many This time we focus on what’s commonly known as Euro Trash is this reputation unjustly deserved Stick around and find out Watch In this series we review just how many times reloading shotgun hulls is too many How Many Times Can You Load Rio Hulls We Review